Senior Front
End Developer

Develop interactive, immersive and engaging
experiences that live on a variety of devices - desktop
web applications, smartphones and tablets.
The role turns a creative concept and executes it within
the available technology medium to ensure full delivery
of customer requirements.

Role Responsibilities



















Provide leadership and expertise in the development of new products/services/processes, frequently operating at the leading edge of
technology
Work independently for long periods of time adhering to high technical standards
Give accurate estimates for new projects and features
Lead projects from a technical and procedural approach
Deliver best-in-class HTML5 and CSS3 front-end code across a broad array of interactive web and mobile projects
Employ sound Object Oriented Programming techniques to deliver highly interactive executions of creative content
Employ test driven development (TDD) on all projects and code produced
Review and critique code produced by other team members
Fix bugs and software problems rapidly
Work with technologies outside of JS/HTML and CSS to achieve the best result for the client
Use lateral thinking and investigative techniques to solve technological challenges
Use creative flair to assist with the build and maintenance of a number of different projects
Taking ownership of website updates and ensuring they are fully up to the Digital Studio standard before going to QA
Work effectively within an agile, deadline-driven production process to complete web projects with rapid, iterative cycles
Stay current on the latest trends and emerging technologies within the UX/UI community
Participate in the ongoing development and implementation of front-end web coding and design standards, writing clear, clean, and concise
code
Participate in discussions with team members about technical best practices and help identify optimal technical solutions
Train and mentor other members of the team

All Staff Responsibilities











Carry out any reasonable duties as identified by your Line Manager or Team Leader
Positively represent Burrows to our customers and suppliers
Ensure compliance with all contractual employment obligations
Ensure compliance with our ISO standards
Fully participate in the company's performance management and development programmes
Maximise own ability to produce quality work, on time, and to brief, utilising best skills and available technology
Work in accordance with the company's Human Resources policies and procedures
Ensure compliance with health and safety requirements

Your Qualities
as a Candidate

You’re an excellent coder with an Object-Oriented and
TDD approach, consistently demonstrating a high
quality of technical understanding and enthusiasm for
innovation.
You have a constant desire to improve your abilities and
you have a can-do approach to problem solving. You’re
able to prioritise workload and you’re a good lateral
thinker.

Essential Skills & Knowledge
Personal Attributes

Possess a brilliant, problem solving mind

Enthusiastic about trying new technologies

Constant desire to improve abilities

Confident with sharing opinions and participating in meetings

Can-do approach to problem solving

Customer focused

Excellent ‘people person’ with excellent interpersonal and communication skills

Able to multi-task within a fast-paced environment

Able to work overtime as and when required (sometimes at short notice)
Your experience and knowledge

Extensive use of Object Orientated Programming techniques

Able to demonstrate a TDD, BDD approach (Jasmine, Mocha, Expect, Protractor or equivalent)

Solid experience working within an Agile environment, and developing accordingly

JavaScript ES5 / ES6 / TypeScript

HTML / Canvas Api

Sass or Less

AngularJS / Angular 4+

Node JS / Express / REST Apis

Git

Npm scripts

Webpack / Grunt / Gulp

Azure / AWS / Jenkins

Advantageous Non-Essential Experience











Experience in a Multimedia / Agency environment
Degree in Computer science or equivalent
React
MongoDB / CouchDB
Command line applications
Php, Drupal
Any experience with .Net
Visual Studio Team Services
Docker
Microservices

